


How to make a bee bank

Select your spot and dig up the turf, piling to 
one side. This dug area needs to be larger than 
you want to make your bank so that you create 
some bare ground around it (up to one metre). 
Try to take 15cm depth of turf so that you get 
most of the grass roots out.

Dig a trench in the shape you want your bank, 
around 30cm deep. 
We recommend a crescent moon shape which 
maximises surface area and creates different angles and shapes. 

Keep this soil in a second pile - you will need it in stage 3a to help kill off the grass.

Step 1- Clearing a space

Step 3b-

Step 3a- Start building the banks core

Step 2-Start building 
the bank

Step 4- Capping the bank

Pile the removed turf from stage 1 upside-down on the core strip of the bee bank 
(the trench) and begin to form a crescent by extending blocks of turf out to the 
south facing corners. 

Put the soil from stage 2 over the bank to 
complete the core.
It doesn't maer what materials you use to 
build the core of your bee bank - you can use 
whatever materials you can find on your site.  
The materials that you cap your bee bank with 
are most important.

The capping material must be sufficiently deep for 
the bees to dig their burrows into - at least 30cm - 
and also should be low in nutrients.  Sand or 
sub-soil are ideal. We would recommend using 
builder’s sand, as the grains are not uniform in size 
and help the bank stay together. The capping material 
can be added at different depths for variety. 

Use sand Use sand to cover the border around the bee bank to 
suppress weeds, and provide addional habitat for 
ground nesng bees to use. Compact the sand using 
the back of your spade .
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1 - Clifflet
Why not cut in a clifflet 
to create some vercal 
nesng space

2 - Vegetation
Maintain sparse 
vvegetaon on the bank 
so bare ground is always 
visible
3 - Bare ground
Having bare ground 
around the bank 
pprovides addional 
nesng space
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